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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.13GHz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent
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Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card with 64Mb RAM and support for v3 shaders

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 7 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card
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way of the samurai 4 - iron set. way of the samurai 4 iron set dlc

It’s an enjoyable game for a younger audience or in small doses. If you play it for hours you will get tired of it, because in the
long run its gameplay gets repetitive – and that is Doodle God’s biggest flaw.

7/10. Happy room is very Entertaining. This is a short, simple, but sweet little VN. It's quite corny, especially at the end. I didn't
have the problem with the BG's some people had in that it didn't bother me, except for the very beginning of the game. For the
length of the game I believe it's a bit overpriced (finished it within the hour, it's just running now to get all the card drops), but
if you can get it at 50% off I think it's worth it.. Have the game, love it, but I downloaded the Expansion pack with Desolation
of Mordor and no download yet. What's up?. A VERY promising EA title. The graphics are very atmospheric and I really like
the little touches like the boatman who takes you to the tower. Also a fun selection of medieval arms to chose from. If you've
got the space, this game is fun.
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If you're into furiously murdering keyboards this is the game for you. A 'lil, maybe unknown, pearl.

When i was first thrown into the game (choosing the highest difficulty for enemies, so i base my judgment with that in
mind) i was kinda lost:
You don't know the characters; It's clear they already had their share of adventures but you can hardly understand
why they react\/behave in some way early game.
You get tutored but lil by lil like before entering a new area or before a boss fight. It was easy at the begining, later
knowing the mechanics really helped out~
Enemies Lack a "level" reference, later it's not that important, but when i was looking for a better place to level... i
usually got oneshoted.
There's not world map map (at least i didn't notice one XD), locations do get pinpointed in dialogues but i occasionaly
didn't know where a place was.
Accessories lack their description in shops (apart statuses preventing ones), not a big problem tou

After finishing the game well:

Music was fabolous all game long!! Love those battle themes <3
Extra Side-quests i found were EXTREMELY enjoyable, especially  The cave of valor. Finding a part of Atesan past in
Tetiro's "future" was really unexpected, the necklace seemed a simple background item.
Characters were fine, i was happy they were of different races, just a bit of a bother... some of them seems to "settle
down" their problems with too much ease in particular after each met the narrator, same with their opinion from time
to time. But among them Atesan surely shine, i appreciated, and liked, the dedication to his story
Leveling... doesn't seems to be very rewarding, equips are simply better at handling stats. Add abusing of all buffs (or
*coff* Dragon Helm *coff*) + debuffs and you can easily wreak havoc among enemies. Still, Bosses took a lil of
strategy to be beaten, especially last ones. Main cause of a character death were a conjuction of spell+weather or a KO
skill.
Secret items EVERYWHERE OMG, be it a city... be it a dungeon... those helped a lot at making the game easier and i
screamed "CHRONO TRIGGER!" each time i found one :3 (only thing missing... the sound :P)
After finishing the game you get some secret words which should unlock things, i'll surely replay it!

All in all, there'd be more things to say, but, if you're looking for a nice retro style game, this one is worth your money,
they really put lots of effort and care in it and sadly, lately, you can only find this dedication in indie games...

I'll eagerly wait for the next installment. Interstellar Invaders is a pretty fun mash up of some arcade classics with the
game oozing wonderful arcade charm. There are lots of neat twists like being able to guide the direction of the ball to
knock out lots of aliens\/bugs at once, and crazy powerups that make for some hectic and exciting situations. The
ability to quickly restart levels, fight randomly generated waves, and play coop with a friend gives the game great
value. The game seems mostly complete currently so it'll be cool to see what additions are made before full release..
Would be nice if this game worked anymore, not sure why it is still for sale when you cannot run it on a modern OS. I
played hundreds of hours of this game back in the Windows 7 days and earlier.. + Felicia costume

- Jon Talbain gets forgotten again

Can we please have Darkstalkers 4 now Capcom?. Hm. Didn't they promise...I dunno? MV support? Hm. Oh look at
that. I could BUY, for 20 bucks more, ANOTHER program with MV support.

You money grabbing jerks.. Very realistic and immersive Go Kart racing simulator in VR. Good graphics, good sound
effects, full support for steering wheels and force feedback, realistic kart handling and the sense of speed is awesome
playing this in Virtual Reality. I made a first VR gameplay video on HTC Vive in Single player mode only, to show you
the features and what you can expect from this kart simulator graphic-wise and in terms of realism:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SGSt30yHaMo

So far I have only tested Kart Racing Pro in VR and single player mode doing some "test races" against a ghost kart (my last lap
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performance), and all I can say is that this game has loads of potential. Here are some short hook-points:

Graphics:
Polished and good graphics, maybe not the best I have seen in a VR racing game, but still very pleasing. Kart models and my VR-
body is very detailed. Quite sharp in VR, but still needs some AA and supersampling to get sharp view on distance and horizon.
Weather effects are awesome, especially rain!

PC performance:
I turned up the SteamVR supersampling to 1.4x, and in-game Anti Aliasing to 4x and all quality settings on max, and could still
play without any frame loss and re-projection even when recording the gameplay with OBS at the same time. Im using a GTX
1080 Ti, so I assume that with slighly lower SS, you could play this on at least a 980 Ti or even 980 without reprojection. The
rainy weather conditions was little bit more PC demanding, but still no problems at all for me. Dont know how the game
performs when you have - lets say - 10 opponent karts on the track, but the graphical settings can be adjusted\/optimized a lot to
meet your PC-setup.

Controller support:
You have racing wheel support (my Logitech G27 worked perfectly with Force feedback) but you can also play with gamepads,
keyboard or joystick etc

Physics & engine:
This is a Kart Simulator and not a simple VR game, so expect it to be quite difficult and challenging from start, especially in
though weather conditions. Very nice kart handling and even though Im not a racing pro gamer and dont drive Go Karts much, I
still think it feels very realistic. The cars responds just like expected in every turn and the force feedback really reacts on every
little detail like bumps, tire movement, vibrations etc. There are loads of settings, tunings and customizations available, so this
Simulator is perfect for you if you really are into advanced Kart Racing.

Cars & Tracks:
Many different Karts available from various categories, and great variation! There are around 10 or 11 Tracks available at the
moment and they are all different.

Multiplayer:
There is full Multiplayer support, but at the time testing I could not find any servers up or any guys to race against. I will save
this one for later, and update this review when tested.

Value:
Well, if you are into racing simulators and enjoy Go Kart, then the game is probably worth every penny for you. If you are more
of a arcade racing gamer, maybe you should look somewhere else. For me it felt quite expensive. 25-30 bucks would be a better
price tag, at least during launch. But of course, this is an advanced simulator, so I fully understand why its pricey as well...

The NOT SO GOOD-stuff:
- There is no full room-scale support, so you cannot move around your head freely forward\/backward and to the sides (check
my video and I explain this in detail).
- No singleplayer VS computer mode yet, so you can only play against yourself (ghost car) in singleplayer, for now at least.
- Not many multiplayer players yet, so the servers may be empty or non-existing now in the beginning.
- Quite weird that you need to press "CTRL + R" to align your VR view in car. I cannot see this option in the menus of the game
either (quite confusing, check my video for more info about this)

All in all, a great Kart Racing simulator that I can recommend to all racing fanatics and hardcore racing gamers - you will
probably love this one!

Cheers
SweViver. Having a lot of fun with this one. Addictive, lots of weapons and gear, leveling system, fun and varying enemies,
quests and allies to complete\/find, a base to build up and defend, procedurally generated map that changes if you die, lots of
replayability, enjoyable story (love the diary pages), I could probably go on.
My only complaint centers on how you upgrade the base... I fel like it should be as days pass, not as time passes. 5.5 hours for
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me to upgrade the workbench.... I mean, come on.. Awesome FPS deathmatch, welcoming and friendly community. Hours upon
hours of fun for super cheap. Cant wait for the next Update!
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